Book Reviews 1011 disorders of the genital tract with ample apt illustration, economy of words, and complete coverage which cleverly avoids restatement. Perhaps the most notable chapter in this part is a very well-thought-out dissertation on carcinoma of the cervix in all its aspects.
There follow thought-provoking chapters on premenstrual tension, the menopause and sex education which will help the student to clarify ideas in areas in which there are few facts. And then, to change the tempo once more and well placed as a grand climax to the book, are superb chapters by John Frost on cytologyendocrine, genetic and pathologicalsurely a monument to the art of good teaching. This is a book of importance in summarizing the theory and practice of gynmcology today, and, despite the price, students and teachers will surely set much store by it for a long time to come. London: Butterworths 1971 This pocket-sized book, weighing 435 g, is based on what many residents wrote in their notebooks and so contains just what they wanted to know in their daily work. Although produced by fifteen contributors and three editors, the result does not appear as a book of multiple authorship. It makes no claim to be comprehensive and contains no insipid sections included simply to this end. On bladder catheterization, for example, there is no boring account of how to do it (the resident should know this anyway) but a warning against it under the attractive title of 'Foley folly or the dry bed syndrome'. Other pearls are 'Nodular nonsense' and 'Non-disease'. Now that the ECG is almost as common equipment as the stethoscope, the lengthy section (about one-sixth of the book) on it is justified. Other excellent sections are the commendably brief one on antibiotics, the line drawings of chest and heart X-ray films, and the tabulated summary of genetic disorders. A few rareties, such as Wegener's granulomatosis (50 reported cases), could well be omitted and space given, for example, to more advice about oxygen therapy and lung function tests. It is a pity that curarization and mechanical breathing is not advised for severe tetanus. The explanation of osmometry should be expanded. Despite its high cost (f2-90) English residents visiting America will find this book most useful and will not mind that nearly all the references are American. Army 1969 This book contains five reports by medical personnel serving in North Burma during the war against the Japanese.
C ALLAN BIRCH
First, the log kept by United States army medical corpsmen isolated in a jungle aid station for eight months. Like Rifleman Harris, they bring to life the mud, heat, rain, insects, filth and diseases they encountered. But their patience, hard work and courage of endurance overcame the trials and tedium.
Next an American gynecologist serving for two years as medical officer with a Chinese engineer regiment relates the difficulties of preventive medicine amongst ignorant or indifferent troops. Although suffering himself from malaria and dysentery, his dedication, patience and persistence won through. Hacking through the jungle his unit made a macabre discovery of over 100,000 skeletons of refugees who had tried to escape up the Hukawng valley the year before. He concludes with a unique description of his own attack of scrub-typhus, worthy of Sydenham and a place among the classics of medical literature.
There follow extracts from the diary of a senior American army medical administrator. The entries, more in the style of Pepys than Evelyn, are dignified and succinct, but the asides reveal features of his personality, undue concern with administrative trivialities, inspections which overlook deficiencies, his relationships with commander and staff, his hopes and disappointments.
Next a report of the medical experiences of an American regiment named after its commander, Merrill's Marauders. The spearhead of a Chinese assault on the Japanese, during four months they endured forced marches over mountains, jungle ambushes, road blocks and pitched battles. Two of their medical officers discuss the casualties which occurred, the evacuation of hospital cases by light aircraft, the medical support, the state of mental and physical health, discipline and the reasons which led to exhaustion and the regiment's final removal from battle at Myitkina.
Major-General W J Officer describes the medical arrangements with Wingate's special force (Chindits) operating behind the Japanese in 1944. The Wingate raid of 1943 resulted in about one thousand men being left behind. The 1944 raids were carried out by five brigades, a total of 17,000. The long marches, the ferocity of the enemy attacks, the inclement weather, and the steady toill of heat-syndromes, malaria, dysentery
